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Our team created a marketing strategy that
included strategies such as: Google Ads,
LinkedIn ads, email marketing campaigns,
and a storyboard for a webinar to introduce
Lexicon to current Webcape customers and
other potential customers.

CHALLENGES
The organization needed to better
understand who its ideal target market and
potential buyers are. Additionally, it needed
an understanding of its unique positioning
and how it stacks up against other more
established tools in the language
assessment and placement marketplace.
This was made somewhat more difficult as
much of the research and competitive
analysis was theoretical as Lexicon doesn’t
yet have a fully functioning beta version.

Our Google Ads campaigns will be the
foundation of all of our marketing strategies
by being the initial impression for most
potential customers. LinkedIn will follow to
build awareness and direct people who click
on the ads to a landing page with more
information and a form to fill out with their
personal information.

this will be a successful introduction and
launch for this product.
RESULTS
The Lexicon Marketing Strategy is focused
on providing Lexicon with clear results and
recommendations on how to enter the right
target market and obtain new customers.
Results from our research are as follows.
Initially we focused on providing effective
Google Ads, Social Media and Email
campaigns, and LinkedIn ads. We have
provided various ad examples for each
social media market we find Lexicons
customers will be most present.

The email campaign will be the final touch
of potential customers by using the forms
generated through Google Ads and
LinkedIn to invite potential Lexicon
customers to the live webinar as well as the
follow up for those unable to attend with a
webinar recording and a copy of the
questions and answers from the webinar
itself. We also have landing pages prepared
to help showcase the Webinar itself.

Interviews were held with potential
customers in positions of power. These
people of influence (decision makers)
provided us with key information as to why
Lexicons language assessment will help
them grow, and how Lexicon can better
target new customers. Isaac Westwood,
President of Simplus is a reference we are
providing. He expressed sincere interest in
learning more about the product.
Our final deliverable we focused on
improving Lexicons Live Webinar providing
recommendations in three areas. The
Calibration Calculator, Admin Presentation,
and Q&A. This will allow Lexicon to improve
customer care and enable their customers
to have a better overall user experience.

TESTIMONIAL

If Lexicon follows this strategy for
marketing, and follows our
storyboard for the live webinar,

"I was impressed by the extra initiative
taken by the team to contact actual potential
clients in the corporate fields referenced in
the buyer personas they developed. The
information received through their research
has helped us better understand our
potential clients and better tailor our
marketing strategy for Lexicon to fit their
needs."
- Alec Gallego

